Mary Meeker’s Internet Trends
For Publishers (2019)
Mary Meeker’s recent 334 slide presentation on internet trends takes more than a minute to go
through. Here are 29 insights that caught my attention and are relevant for publishers.
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Internet Adoption
Growth Slows
It’s no surprise that growth
in global internet adoption
is slowing. Penetration is
now at 51% or 3.8 billion
people.
The fight for consumer
attention will continue,
which means trusted
content and brands will be
in higher demand.

Big Tech Takes
Over The World
Seven of the top eight
businesses measured by
market capitalization in the
world are big tech.
History with the oil, finance
and telecom industries tells
us that big tech may be
regulated and broken up.
At the very least, the threat
of the break up will be a
massive distraction for
these businesses in the
years to come.

Commerce
Continues To Grow
E-Commerce is now 15%
of all retail (US) and feels
like we are only getting
started.
What is often overlooked
though, is that physical
retail sales are still in
growth (2%), not in decline.
The only time physical
retail sales declined in the
past twenty years was
during the 2008-09 US
recession.

Desktop Will Be
The New Print
In the past five years in the
US market, digital ad
spend on desktop has
been flat. I predict in the
coming years, it will start to
decline the same way print
did (and continues to do).
Publishers should look
closely at the share of their
digital revenue from
desktop vs mobile and do
everything they can to grow
mobile faster.

Everyone Is
Growing But You
If your business is not
called Google, Facebook,
Amazon, Twitter, Snap or
Pinterest, then the
addressable market that
you are serving is in
decline.
These companies are all
growing at rates faster than
the growth in digital ad
spend, which means
everyone else is in decline.

Who Wins With
Programmatic?
Programmatic technology
allows for self-serve
buying, efficient workflows,
audience targeting, and
trusted measurement.
However programmatic
business models (aka the
ad tech tax) have benefited
intermediaries more than
publishers.
Our advice: keep the tech,
throw out the business
model.

Do Banner Ads Still
Exist?
If 80% of digital media
spend is on platforms, then
80%+ of creative spend is
on their formats (none of
which are banner ads).
eMarketer recently shared
that 80% of consumer
attention in mobile is in five
apps (FB, IG, YT, Snap,
Twitter). None of which
have banner ads.
So why are you still selling
banners?

The War On Ad
Targeting
At Cannes last week,
Sheryl Sandberg shared
that there’s a war on ad
targeting and they are
ready to fight it.
We all know that Facebook
uses unlawful and creepy
tactics to target ads
effectively. Their relative
advantages are going to be
slowly chipped away at in
the coming years.
Sell the value of context.

Supply Exceeds
Demand
It’s no surprise that the cost
of digital advertising has
continued to go down, as
the amount of supply
(attention time) continues
to grow.
Taking my industry hat off
for a moment, I’m worried
about the average US
person spending over 6
hours per day with digital
media. Is that time well
spent?

Stories Are The
Future, But Why?
Because you stay inside
the social platform versus
clicking out. Facebook has
an engagement problem,
so it’s no wonder they are
pushing Stories so hard.
Stories also feel more
authentic in a Fakestagram
era where users no longer
trust the Photoshop’d and
filtered social posts that
dominate feeds.

Voice Changes
Everything
Voice devices are creepy
yet convenient, and that is
why adoption continues to
grow.
They are by no means
perfect and that’s the fun
part, as we get to
experience first hand a new
technology that I feel will
revolutionize how we
engage with digital media.

Innovation Is Not
An Exclusive Right
Although the largest tech
companies are US and
China based, we are going
to continue to see
innovation from other
markets inspired by big
tech.
Rappi in Latin America
delivers anything in under
30 minutes for less than
one dollar. Impressive.
Who can you learn from
outside your backyard?

We Are Visual
People
So why do we continue to
create so many words?
The reality is that
producing images is hard
and expensive. Yes,
images capture attention
but words create meaning.
As attention spans
continue to shorten, expect
to see more focus on visual
content. What does the
content site of the future
look like?

Freemium Model Is
Challenging
As publishers introduce
subscription (freemium)
models, it’s worth taking
note of how others have
done (or not done).
Services like Dropbox,
SurveyMonkey and Wix
have 2-4% of their user
base as paid. Slack is the
exception at over 30%.
Spotify is rare at over 40%.
What can publishers
expect?

Digital
Transactions
Consumers are getting
more and more
comfortable making
transactions digitally, using
a variety of payment
channels.
Beyond selling content,
there will be more
opportunities for publishers
to generate transaction
based revenue from
consumers.

The Feet-on-Street
Innovation Model
Having “feet-on-street”
selling and listening to
customers is only useful if it
feeds insights back into the
organization. Otherwise it
could be expensive, slow
and ineffective.
Most publisher direct sales
teams struggle to sell
digital effectively, let alone
bring market insights back
to editorial and product.

B2B Client Data Is
The Future
Publishers need more data
about their B2B clients
(advertisers) to uncover
insights and act on them.
Understand where and how
clients are spending, what
messages they are
promoting and the results
they value, in real-time,
and take action on those.

Train For New Skills
Technological innovation is
outpacing human ability to
adapt to change.
Every organization needs
to have an explicit strategy
to train their team with new
skills that will help them do
their future jobs better
versus getting left behind.

If It Bleeds, It Leads
(unfortunately)
We are well aware of the
negative mental health
effects of social media.
What we have yet to
discover is the impact on
wellness by reading the
news.
Anecdotal browsing of
publisher sites shows me
that 70%+ of headlines are
negative. This may be a
problem in the near future.

The Value Of
Trusted Curation
Editors play an important
role that will only become
more visible as the feeds
curated by algorithms
continue to take us to dark
places.
Algorithms may need to be
regulated in the future due
to the risks they introduce
for society.

The Global
Playground
Online bullying is hitting a
new level and I can only
imagine how scary it may
feel for parents with young
and teenage children.
Previously bullying was
confined to the school
playground. Now the
playground is global.
Publishers provide a safe
and trusted playground,
unlike social platforms.

The Social Web Is
Now The Toxic Web
The amount of harmful
content on social platforms
continues to grow. With
Facebook and YouTube
now being asked to
moderate the internet, it is
an unenviable job, and one
that they will not perfect.
Publishers have to now
show users and brands
how they are the Trusted
alternative to the Toxic
platforms.

The Threat Of
Regulation
Recent regulations like
GDPR seems to benefit
platforms over publishers.
It is a complex topic that is
only being made more
complex by government
bodies that are not
consistent cross-borders.
Publishers should be
advising governments
actively on how to think
about content regulation.

The Trusted Web Is
Here
Reviews are a core
element of the Trusted
Web. I trust the web
enough to book a place to
stay from a stranger (via
Airbnb).
We trust each other. This is
an opportunity for
publishers to tap into the
collective trust readers give
them and further extend it.

New Advocacy
Platforms
While publishers continue
to be channels to drive
societal changes and
accountability, it feels like
social media has a more
important seat at the table.
Trusted journalism is core
to a functioning society.
What might publishers do
to continue to drive change
in a social media era?

Local Advertiser
Opportunity
90 million businesses are
active on Facebook and 7
million of them are regular
advertisers. Amazon has 5
million merchants.
Publishers have historically
focused on the big brand
advertisers. The mid
market and local
opportunities are massive
and the strategy will have
to look different.

The On-Demand
Publisher
The On-Demand economy
has provided many benefits
with now 6.6m workers in
the US alone.
As publishers look to
rationalize costs, where
might there be
opportunities to “Uberize”
parts of the business?

The Remote
Publisher
Media company offices are
beautiful but perhaps also
unnecessary.
In a WeWork and work
from home era, what might
a distributed publisher
workforce look like in the
future?

Attracting Future
Talent
With rising college tuition
costs and student debt,
more people are turning to
online learning.
What role might publishers
play in helping educate
future journalists and digital
marketers (who understand
the value of trusted
content)?

Thank you for your attention.
The future will look different than the past. And my intent with this report was to share my
perspective and provoke some out-of-the-box thinking to help inspire the future of your business.
With over 10 years of experience in digital media and 100s of large trusted publishers as clients,
I reflect often and deeply about the future of your business. Your feedback, ideas and
conversation is welcome anytime.
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